SEQUITUR &
the “#WhoIsGod” Project

SEQUITUR: who are we?
We are a not-for-profit educational and publishing organization. We serve as an “intellectual outpost” to
those who are seeking and/or struggling with issues of faith (primarily the “nones” and “dones”).
•

Our role as an educational & publishing organization is distinct from church or apologetics ministries, yet complementary to the
overall Christian community (through the provision of resources and tools).

•

We operate in the “deep outreach” space as an intellectual outpost to those who may have left the church, or who have never
been affiliated with a church. We have very modest goals - to move seekers forward toward clarity and help them sort through
their thinking, while gently defending “beautiful orthodox Christianity” in an increasingly hostile culture.

•

We are non-denominational, yet committed to “beautiful core orthodoxy” common across Protestant, Catholic and Orthodox
segments of Christianity.

•

We are not seeking financial support nor are we affiliated with any denominational group - we are privately funded and will
remain so to maintain our independence of approach and fresh voice. This supports our intent to work alongside other para-church
groups without contention for funding.

•

Our centre of activity will be around university and college campuses where our message is most relevant

Our model: Intellectual Outpost/“Deep” Outreach
Our cultural and intellectual context has become increasingly diverse, post-modern and relativistic. This
creates challenges for the Christian community when engaging those outside of this community.
•

Today, there is a requirement for some in the church to be doing the work of “Deep Outreach”. This contrasts with the
work that emanates from the local assembly, or from ministries whose mission is evangelistic.

•

Deep Outreach is about going to where people are “at” in their current thinking and intellectual struggles, and helping
them explore their own assumptions without the constraint of trying to introduce the Gospel as a prime focus.

•

Our approach is not to duplicate what existing apologetics ministries or churches are doing (in many cases we will partner
on events and research).

•

Intellectual Outpost: Sequitur is an “intellectual outpost” for seekers and we are not focussed on traditional evangelism.
Our experience is that young adults today are now less and less engaged by traditional evangelical campus ministries
(given the nature of their mission to convert and gather believers on campus as part of their core mission).

The “WhoIsGod” Project - what is it?
The first initiative of Sequitur Canada intended to:
•

Provide a forum to explore and debate the concept of “God” solely focussed on the character and persona of God
and to fairly present the historic “beautiful orthodox” understanding of God in contrast to caricatured or
incomplete views. The guiding spirit behind this effort is Paul’s Athens sermon (and particularly Acts 17:22).

•

Provide a range of resources to undergird this narrow focus. These resources will include a feature documentary
(5-7 minute and 20-25 minute versions), and an online magazine with related articles as well as events where
moderated group discussions will occur.

•

Our journal, documentary and related online magazine will be available in Q4 2019 at whoisgod.ca

•

An awareness campaign (using social media and guerrilla marketing) will be run in in advance of the public
launch of the online community/magazine and documentary.

The “Who is God” Documentary
•

This documentary will serve as a key anchor
resource to initiate discussions that explore concepts
of God and to then help us engage seekers further

•

This documentary will capture a wide range of
views from a broad perspective and address a
simple question: “Who is God and why should that
even matter to me?”

•

Launch complete with our whoisgod.ca magazine/
website in late 2019

•

The documentary can also be used as a resource to
churches for education around post-modern culture
and the challenges in engaging it and will be made
available for free.
Above is the postcard we are using to recruit potential interview candidates for the documentary

Engagement with Christian community
•

At the launch of the #WhoIsGod project, we will contact a number of churches about this new resource. We hope
these churches then see us as an ally in the broader work of outreach to young adults who are seeking/confused, but
yet not being addressed by traditional church evangelism and apologetics.

•

We are currently approaching the Christian scholars community to invite participation in the creation of articles
and content for our WhoisGod.ca magazine/site. This site will be the online “home” for the documentary and a
series of articles and related intended to engage the seeking “nones” and “dones”.

•

As a “secondary mission”, we intend to run information sessions for church and para-church groups in order to
educate them relative to their understanding of modern culture and the challenges of reaching youth in that
context.

The Sequitur Journal - BRAV
In parallel with the “Who Is God” project, we are publishing our first quarterly journal in Q4
2019.
•

Volume 1 will feature a series of articles engaging the topic of “Who is God” - exploring the various
concepts of “God” - Christian and other.

•

Seeking authors to write key articles on topics that support the overall theme. Will engage the writers in
Summer 2018 and establish assignments. We will be paying a modest fee and byline credit will be given in
the journal.

•

This journal will be printed and distributed to churches across Canada and made available at the
“#WhoIsGod” events. It will also be available in ePub for electronic distribution.
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